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 ANNALS, AAPSS, 481, September 1985

 Soviet Policy toward
 Southwest Asia

 By AMIN SAIKAL

 ABSTRACT: This article analyzes changing Soviet foreign policy toward
 Southwest Asia, mainly Afghanistan, Iran, and Pakistan. The region is
 important to Soviet security and strategic interests, and Soviet policy
 toward the region has been consistently cautious, far-sighted, flexible, and
 shrewd. Moscow avoids serious risks and adjusts quickly to changing
 conditions. The USSR is interested in widening and protecting its interests
 in Southwest Asia in order to achieve regional capability and to influence
 events beyond the region.

 Amin Saikal was born in Afghanistan and received his Ph.D. in political science at the
 Australian National University in 1980, where he is currently a lecturer. He has received
 numerous scholarships and awards, including a visiting fellowship at Princeton University
 and a Rockefeller Foundation International Relations Fellowship. He has published many
 articles about Afghanistan, and his most recent book is The Rise and Fall of the Shah.
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 SOUTHWEST ASIA

 N the last decade, Soviet behavior

 toward Southwest Asia-a region
 bordering the Soviet Union and encom-
 passing primarily the states of Afghani-
 stan and Iran-has been cautious but

 assertive. There is a view popular in the
 West that Moscow miscalculated in its

 invasion of Afghanistan, that it has
 recently pursued an attitude of "curious
 inactivity" with regard to Iran, and that
 this "does not inspire confidence in the
 wisdom with which the U.S.S.R. will

 make its choice of options" in the re-
 gion.1 This article presents a contrary
 view.

 Close examination of Soviet actions

 and their consequences indicates that
 the Soviets have demonstrated sophisti-
 cation and foresight in their behavior
 toward Southwest Asia. They have
 adjusted to changing realities in the
 region and have exploited specific op-
 portunities to pursue two kinds of objec-
 tives. Their minimum objective has been
 to protect the Soviet southern flank by
 ensuring the establishment of govern-
 ments that would not allow their terri-

 tories to be used by forces hostile to the
 USSR. Their wider objective has been
 not only to secure tangible economic
 benefits from the region but also to
 achieve a capability in the region that
 would strengthen their position generally
 and permit them to influence events
 beyond the region, in the direction of the
 Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean, at as

 low a cost as possible.
 1. Malcolm Yapp, "The Soviet Union and

 Iran Since 1978," in The Soviet Union and the
 Middle East in the 1980s: Opportunities, Con-
 straints and Dilemmas, ed. M. V. Kauppi and
 R. C. Nation (Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath,
 Lexington Books, 1983), p. 227; Malcolm Yapp,
 "Soviet Relations with the Countries of the
 Northern Tier," in The Soviet Union in the Middle
 East: Politics and Perspectives, ed. Adeed
 Dawisha and Karen Dawisha (London: Heine-
 mann, 1982), p. 42.

 The Soviets have chosen either to

 settle for their minimum objective or to
 push for their broader objective, de-
 pending on their perceptions of several
 interrelated variables. The variables have

 included the implications of develop-
 ments in the region for Soviet interests;
 conditions in the nations that constitute

 the region and the degree of control
 exercised by the local elites over these
 conditions, resulting in either change or
 stability; relations among the states in
 the region; the relative importance of
 the member states to Soviet rivals and

 the extent of rivals' commitments to the

 states; the global balance of forces; and
 the varying opportunities available to
 the Soviet Union in the different states.

 Within the constraints set by these vari-
 ables, the USSR has pursued distinctive
 policies toward Iran and Afghanistan.

 CONTEXT OF

 SOVIET INTERESTS

 Southwest Asia has always been
 given high priority in Soviet foreign
 policy for two reasons. First, it is a
 proximate region, with which the USSR
 shares not only long frontiers but also
 common Islamic ethnolinguistic groups.
 Second, it is strategically located be-
 tween the internationally important
 Indian Ocean and the oil-rich Persian

 Gulf, an area in which the West has vital

 political-economic interests, which in-
 cludes Iran, and which has become a

 main focus for penetration by rivals of
 the Soviet Union. These and other con-
 siderations have led the Soviets to re-

 gard Southwest Asia as important to
 their security and strategic interests and
 a potential part of their sphere of in-
 fluence, on the one hand, and as a major
 source of anxiety, on the other. They
 must be constantly alert to develop-
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 ments in the region and in its central
 constituent states; at the same time, they

 consider it legitimate and desirable to
 take whatever steps are feasible to se-
 cure at least friendly governments and
 to neutralize and, if possible, negate the
 advances of their adversaries in the

 region.
 The contours of Soviet policy were

 fixed by dramatic changes in the region
 following World War II. In the early
 1950s, when Southwest Asia assumed
 added significance in the politics of
 East-West competition, the Soviets con-
 fronted new challenges and opportuni-
 ties. As the U.S. policy of containment
 of the Soviet Union became more con-

 crete, Iran, Turkey, and the newly
 founded state of Pakistan drifted into

 the Western camp. Afghanistan sought
 to preserve a policy of neutrality, but it
 required economic and military aid in
 order to initiate limited processes of
 modernization and strengthen its de-
 fenses against Pakistan. When the Unit-
 ed States refused military assistance to
 Afghanistan, which it regarded as stra-
 tegically less important than its neigh-
 bors, Afghanistan became vulnerable to
 the Soviet Union.

 Afghanistan

 Fearing U.S. encirclement and the
 probability that Washington would
 establish military bases in Iran and
 Pakistan, the post-Stalin leadership of
 the USSR could not afford to be passive
 or shortsighted in the face of new de-
 velopments. In a remarkable display of
 skill in power politics, Moscow moved
 swiftly and purposefully, with a long-
 term view of Soviet interests. Soviet

 rhetoric led the Afghan prime minister,
 Mohammad Daoud-who subsequent-
 ly overthrew his cousin's monarchy to

 become Afghanistan's first president-
 to conclude that there was little or no

 danger in accepting Soviet aid.
 In 1955, the Soviets not only began a

 generous program of aid to Afghanis-
 tan, amounting to $2.5 billion by 1979-
 as compared with American economic
 aid of $532 million during the same
 period-but also supported Afghanis-
 tan against Pakistan. This was accom-
 panied by a similar aid program to the
 newly independent, nonaligned India,
 which had also been embroiled in a

 serious border dispute with Pakistan.
 The Soviets' aims were clear: to coun-

 terbalance the U.S. penetration of the
 region, to discourage any effective West-
 ern-sponsored regional cooperation,
 and to build a solid infrastructure of

 Soviet influence in Afghanistan. The
 Soviets achieved rapid successes, above
 all in Afghanistan's internal affairs. So-
 viet aid enabled the USSR progressively
 to penetrate the Afghan armed forces
 and economic and administrative infra-
 structures with hundreds of their ad-
 visers and thousands of Soviet-trained

 Afghans. It also helped them to support
 discreetly, from the mid-1960s on, the
 development of two small but politically
 effective pro-Soviet groups, the Par-
 cham and the Khalq. By the 1970s, when
 no major Afghan military operation
 could be initiated without the knowl-

 edge and endorsement of Soviet ad-
 visers, the Soviets had achieved suf-
 ficient political-military capability in
 Afghanistan to protect their growing
 interests against any possible adverse
 changes.

 It was against this background that
 the Soviet Union, unbeknown to the
 public, played a major role in the re-
 publican and Communist coups of July
 1973 and April 1978. Their role in the
 first coup was indirect: Soviet Parchami
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 agents and sympathizers in the armed
 forces, acting with the knowledge of
 Soviet advisers, proved instrumental in
 the success of the coup and enabled an
 old-time Soviet friend and apparent ally
 of the Parcham, Mohammad Daoud, to
 return to power. This development fol-
 lowed growing Soviet disillusionment
 with the Afghan monarchy, which had
 chosen the Islamic, "Western"-oriented
 Musa Shafiq to be prime minister, and
 which seemed unwilling or unable to
 restrain the emergence of several anti-
 Communist groups, notably the Afghan
 Muslim Youth Movement, to which
 many of the present leaders of the
 Afghan Islamic resistance forces-the
 Mujaheedin-then belonged.

 The USSR played a more direct role
 in the second coup, which eliminated
 Daoud and enabled the Parchamis and

 the Khalqis, who had recently forged a
 tactical alliance within the People's Dem-
 ocratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA),
 to seize state power. The coup followed
 Daoud's recognition that his regime was
 too vulnerable to the Soviets and their

 local agents. He attempted to reduce his
 dependence on these forces by seeking
 to rid his administration of Commu-

 nists, improve his relations with Pakis-
 tan, and forge close ties with and secure
 economic aid from such Soviet adver-

 saries as King Khalid of Saudi Arabia,
 the Shah of Iran, and President Sadat of

 Egypt. These attempts prompted the
 Soviets to regard Daoud as no longer
 trustworthy. Direct eyewitness accounts
 now indicate that, in the absence of any
 other viable pro-Soviet force, the So-
 viets not only urged the Parchamis and
 the Khalqis to unite within the PDPA in
 self-defense but also helped to draw up
 the PDPA coup plan. Their advisers
 participated in directing coup opera-
 tions. The PDPA's seizure of power and

 its declaration of Afghanistan as a
 "Democratic Republic" with "fraternal
 ties" to its "great and selfless northern
 neighbor," the USSR, gave rise to a
 relationship between Moscow and Kabul
 that exposed Afghanistan to the risk of
 Soviet intervention under the Brezhnev
 Doctrine and in the name of socialist
 internationalism.

 Iran

 Meanwhile, the Soviets made the best

 of the options available to them with
 regard to Iran, adopting a carrot-and-
 stick policy toward the shah's regime.
 On the one hand, spurred by the shah's
 aspiration to transform Iran into a pro-
 Western power, they mounted ideolog-
 ical criticism of his rule, continuing this
 intermittently into the 1970s. On the
 other, they worked consciously, when-
 ever possible, to rectify their image as
 occupiers, which dated from their post-
 war presence in Azerbaijan, and to
 improve their relations with Iran so that
 the shah would not be pushed deeper
 into the arms of the United States or
 become too vulnerable to U.S. dictates.

 To achieve this goal, the Soviets
 implicitly admitted their past mistakes
 ,toward Iran, initiated talks on a number
 of frontier problems and mutual finan-
 cial claims, and settled these to both
 sides' satisfaction. They acquiesced in
 the shah's persecution and execution of
 numerous members of the Tudeh, the
 Iranian pro-Soviet Communist party.
 When the shah, who constantly used the
 "Soviet threat" to justify his domestic
 and foreign policy stances but could see
 the value of a better working relation-
 ship with Moscow, personally assured
 the Soviet leaders that he "would never

 allow ... [Iranian] territory to be used"
 against the USSR, the Soviet leadership
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 even went so far as to urge the Tudeh to
 support the shah's regime.2 As a result,
 despite certain periodic ideological and
 tactical quarrels between the two sides,
 Iranian-Soviet relations from the late

 1950s onward took a steady turn toward
 normalization. By 1978, when the shah's
 rule was beset by the nationwide op-
 position that led to his downfall in
 January 1979, Moscow's political, eco-
 nomic, and cultural relations with Teh-
 ran stood at an all-time high.

 Among other things, Moscow had
 succeeded in purchasing Iranian gas
 and, through its Eastern European al-
 lies, Iranian oil. It was selling Soviet
 goods to Iran, including some light arms
 such as SAM-7 and SAM-9 missiles,
 and was participating actively in the
 construction of several major industrial
 projects, including a steel complex in
 Isfahan. Improving relationships gave
 the Russians opportunities to develop
 effective contacts with elements of the

 underground opposition to the shah
 other than the Tudeh.

 Of course, the anti-shah, and there-
 fore anti-American, revolution in Iran
 was as much a surprise to the Soviets as
 to other outside powers. However, the
 Soviets were better positioned to cope
 with it than were their Western rivals. In

 fact, in the early stages of the revolution,
 when it seemed possible that leftist and
 center-leftist forces would seize leader-

 ship of the revolution, the USSR came
 very close to realizing one of its long-
 standing goals: securing a receptive gov-
 ernment in Tehran. This would have

 greatly reinforced their efforts in sup-
 port of the PDPA rule in Afghanistan.
 Even when the Left failed and Ayatollah
 Khomeini came to power, the USSR did

 2. Mohammed Reza Pahlevi, Mission for
 My Country (London: Hutchinson, 1961), p. 120.

 not lose. Moscow had the foresight to
 support the Iranian revolution as a
 major event and to commend the Kho-
 meini regime for its "anti-imperialist
 stance." Moscow also had enough op-
 tions to use Iran's vulnerability to Soviet
 advantage.

 EXPANDING SOVIET CAPABILITY

 IN AFGHANISTAN

 Once the Soviets found it imperative
 to exploit Afghanistan's postwar vul-
 nerability, they always took advantage
 of changing conditions in order to en-
 large their involvement. In doing so,
 however, they progressively narrowed
 their options. Their final act of support
 for the PDPA's seizure of power marked
 a turning point in this process. Both
 Moscow and the PDPA leaders knew

 that the PDPA lacked legitimacy, party
 strength, administrative capability, and
 popular support, and that it was inca-
 pable of ruling Islamic, tribal Afghan-
 istan, with permeable borders on the
 non-Communist world, without Soviet
 support. It was for this reason that the
 PDPA leaders pledged total loyalty to
 Moscow and that Moscow committed

 itself totally to the survival of PDPA
 rule.

 As the PDPA rapidly tore itself into
 pieces in factional fighting between the
 Khalqis and the Parchamis, with the
 Khalqi leaders-Noor Mohammed
 Taraki and Hafizullah Amin-gaining
 ascendency, and as the ill-conceived
 Khalqi policies prompted nationwide
 civil and armed resistance from the

 Afghan people, it became evident in late
 1978 that PDPA rule could not continue

 for much longer. Nevertheless, Moscow
 did not hesitate to accord full support to
 the Taraki-Amin rule. It not only
 stepped up its economic and military aid
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 and allowed its civilian and military
 personnel, numbering about 10,000, to
 participate in all major administrative
 and security operations, but also signed
 a treaty of friendship with Taraki and
 Amin in December 1978, paving the way
 for the Soviets to intervene, militarily if
 necessary. Because Taraki and Amin,
 with full Soviet support, were system-
 atically eliminating all political alterna-
 tives-except the Parchamis, who were
 protected by Moscow-leaving Islam as
 the only emerging alternative, it was
 apparent that the Soviets were coming
 to view an invasion as inevitable. They
 continued their support for the regime
 for another year, however, even though
 Amin killed Taraki and took over full

 leadership of the PDPA in September
 1979 against Soviet wishes. The extra
 year gave Moscow time to mobilize its
 resources, including strengthening lo-
 gistic and infrastructural support inside
 Afghanistan.

 Washington, of course, was well in-
 formed of these developments. Presi-
 dent Carter's national security adviser,
 Zbigniew Brzezinski, expressed concern
 as early as March 1979 about the "So-
 viets' creeping intervention in Afghanis-
 tan." On 19 September he informed the
 president that a "direct Soviet invasion
 of Afghanistan was becoming more
 probable.3 But Washington found itself
 helpless, partly because the secretary of
 state, Cyrus Vance, sought to avoid a
 quarrel with the Soviet Union for fear
 that Congress might not ratify the sec-
 ond Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty
 (SALT II).

 It is possible that a wide range of
 objective and subjective factors led the

 3. Zbigniew Brzezinski, Power and Prin-
 ciple: Memoirs of the National Security Adviser
 1977-1981 (New York: Farrar, Strauss & Giroux,
 1983), pp. 426-28.

 Kremlin to make its final invasion deci-

 sion. These factors probably included
 Amin's becoming insubordinate to Mos-
 cow and a perception that Khomeini's
 Islamic militancy in Iran and General
 Zia al-Haq's Islamic reassertive policies
 in Pakistan-both ordaining support
 for the Afghan Mujaheedin-posed an
 "Islamic threat." The Kremlin may also
 have taken into account the declining
 U.S. position in the region following the
 fall of the shah, the American naval
 buildup in the Persian Gulf, Wash-
 ington's success in persuading some
 Western European countries to accept
 deployment of American Cruise and
 Pershing II missiles, the growing rap-
 port between the United States and
 China, which had rejected the PDPA
 regime from the outset and was seeking
 to strengthen its relations with Pakistan,
 and/or the bleak prospects for Senate
 ratification of SALT II.

 Even if none of these factors had been

 present, it is likely that the Soviets
 would have invaded. They had already
 become too involved in Afghanistan
 and too committed to PDPA rule to

 accept a reversal: Afghanistan not only
 was a focal point for widening Soviet
 interests in its southern-flank region
 but also represented a major Soviet
 ideological victory in the Third World.
 It had become a solid foundation for the

 Soviet Southwest Asian power game
 and interests. In the end, faced with the
 imminent collapse of PDPA rule and in
 the absence of an acceptable alternative
 or any major regional and global ob-
 stacle, the Soviets could not let this
 foundation crumble.

 It would be naive to assume that
 Soviet decision makers decided to in-

 vade Afghanistan either in a vacuum or
 on the basis of a gross miscalculation of
 its possible implications. They made
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 their decision, as Brezhnev subsequently
 put it, "in full awareness of their respon-
 sibility and took all circumstances into
 account" in order to make the PDPA-

 led "Afghan revolution" totally safe
 from both internal and external "coun-

 ter-revolutionary" threats.4 Shortly after
 the start of the invasion a senior political
 columnist in Izvestiya wrote, "We knew
 that the decision to bring in troops
 would not be popular in the modern
 world, even if it was absolutely legal.
 But we also knew that we would have

 ceased to be a great power if we re-
 frained from carrying the burden of
 taking unpopular but necessary deci-
 sions, extraordinary decisions prompted
 by extraordinary circumstances."5

 These declarations implied two things:
 first, that the Soviets expected to face
 not only the continuation, and possibly
 the heightening, of national resistance,
 but also mounting regional and inter-
 national criticism, possibly including
 Western political and economic sanc-
 tions, as well as an increase in external
 sympathy and tangible support for the
 Afghan Mujaheedin. Second, they sug-
 gest that Moscow intended to settle for
 nothing less than the transformation of
 Afghanistan into a Soviet socialist pe-
 riphery. Indeed, Brezhnev stated in 1981
 that Moscow would be prepared to
 withdraw the "limited contingent" of its
 troops only "with the agreement of the
 Afghan government" and only when all
 the "counter-revolutionary" activities
 against the PDPA regime were "com-

 4. For the text of Brezhnev's statement, see
 Fred Schulze, ed., Soviet Foreign Policy Today:
 Reports and Commentariesfrom the Soviet Press
 (Columbus, OH: Current Digest of the Soviet
 Press, 1983), pp. 97-98.

 5. Cited in Jonathan Steele, World Power:
 Soviet Foreign Policy under Brezhnev and An-
 dropov (London: Michael Joseph, 1983), p. 116.

 pletely stopped" and Afghanistan's
 neighbors had given "dependable guar-
 antees" that they would respect the
 legitimacy of the Karmal rule and would
 not support the "counter-revolutionary
 gangs"-the Soviet term for the Muja-
 heedin. This represented, as Brezhnev
 put it, "the fundamental position of the
 Soviet Union, and we adhere to it
 firmly. "6

 Current strategy

 Given their policy goals, Afghan re-
 sistance, and external objections, the
 Soviets have appropriately adopted a
 long-term, low-cost strategy of Soviet-
 ization for Afghanistan. They have ap-
 parently based this strategy on two
 intertwined assumptions.

 First, the Soviets seem to have con-
 cluded that a limited deployment of
 Soviet troops, which has remained fairly
 constant at about 120,000 since mid-
 1980, would be sufficient in the next 10
 to 20 years to achieve two goals. It
 would enable them to exhaust and starve

 out the Mujaheedin and to pacify the
 Afghan population as a whole by slowly,
 but forcefully and systematically, elim-
 inating and banishing into Pakistan and
 Iran actual and potential opposition. It
 would also allow them concurrently to
 achieve Sovietization of the major cities
 and consolidation of PDPA rule as a

 permanent internal mechanism of So-
 viet control. Furthermore, it would al-
 low time for the Afghan problem to
 become less urgent-a nagging matter
 in regional and global politics.

 The second Soviet assumption seems
 to be that this process will give the

 6. Leonid I. Brezhnev, Report of the Central
 Committee of the CPSU to the XXVI Congress
 (Moscow: Novosti Press Agency Publishing
 House, 1981), p. 18.
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 USSR a capability in Afghanistan; pro-
 vide it with a breathing space that it can
 use to encourage certain changes in
 regional politics, especially in regard to
 troubled Iran and Pakistan; and give it
 an opportunity to pursue a more favor-
 able global correlation of forces.

 To date, Moscow has been largely
 preoccupied with achieving its first goal,
 the Sovietization of Afghanistan. It has
 succeeded neither in building a credible
 PDPA government in Kabul nor in
 reducing the Mujaheedin's resistance
 and public support for this resistance.
 The PDPA still commands no more

 than 3000 committed members, and its
 skeleton administration is riddled with

 Parchami/ Khalqi factional fighting and
 penetrated by the Mujaheedin at all
 levels. By contrast, the Mujaheedin not
 only control most of the countryside
 and small to medium-sized towns but

 also operate extensively in the major
 cities, particularly Kabul, and govern
 many areas as liberated zones. It is true
 that the Mujaheedin are divided along
 ideological and ethnic-tribal-linguistic
 lines and are poorly armed, and that
 some of their leaders, who have their
 headquarters in Pakistan's Northwest
 Frontier Province, are locked in per-
 sonal and power rivalries. This division
 is something that Moscow will continue
 to exacerbate and exploit. Nevertheless,
 the fighting Mujaheedin and their com-
 manders, who are not as politicized as
 their Pakistan-based leaderships, have
 managed to cooperate, particularly in
 moments of need, under the banner of
 their common Islamic faith and in the

 face of a militarily superior enemy. As a
 result, they have achieved, with wide-
 spread public support, a level of na-
 tional resistance that few Western ana-

 lysts predicted at the start of the Soviet
 invasion. The Soviet adventure has be-

 come a fairly costly one, with estimated
 monthly casualties and daily expendi-
 tures for the Soviets amounting to 300-
 400 and $10-15 million, respectively.

 This does not mean, however, that
 the Mujaheedin are capable of dislodg-
 ing the Soviets, that Afghanistan has
 become as draining on the USSR as
 Vietnam became for the Americans, or
 that war costs are likely to reach an
 unacceptable level for the Soviet leader-
 ship unless there is greatly increased
 regional and Western support for the
 resistance. The current rate of Soviet

 casualties is small enough not to oc-
 casion any major domestic repercus-
 sions. Moreover, financial costs are be-
 ing offset by exploitation of Afghanis-
 tan's mineral resources, which Soviet
 experts have been surveying since the
 early 1960s.

 These resources include most notably
 natural gas from northern fields and
 copper and iron ore from the Aynak and
 Hajigag deposits. Although there are no
 reliable statistics available on the export
 of Afghan commodities to the USSR,
 an Afghan source reports that the ex-
 port of natural gas in 1983 and 1984
 totaled 2.4 billion cubic meters out of a

 total output of just over 2.5 billion cubic
 meters. It has also recently been re-
 ported that the Soviets are secretly min-
 ing uranium in the mountains near
 Kabul, the Khakriz area of Kandahar,
 and Mir Daoud Koh between Herat and

 Shindand, and that they will soon begin
 exploitation of oil from the Angot and
 Ak Darya fields. Moreover, they have
 accompanied their exploitation of re-
 sources by constructing major com-
 munications delivery projects, including
 a railway network linking Kabul with
 the Soviet system at Hairatan; sophis-
 ticated bridges over the Amu River,
 which forms a lengthy natural border
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 between Afghanistan and the USSR;
 and additional gas pipelines to permit
 an increased supply of gas to Soviet
 Central Asia. The railway network and
 bridges were the very projects that the
 pre-1978 Afghan governments had care-
 fully avoided.

 The USSR has also been intensely
 engaged in developing a Soviet defense
 infrastructure that would enable it not

 only to wear out the Mujaheedin but
 also to monitor and influence events

 beyond the Afghan borders. In addition
 to completing a comprehensive defense
 system for daily operations against the
 Mujaheedin, manned entirely by So-
 viets and equipped by Soviet advanced
 weaponry, Moscow has added several
 strategic air and missile launching bases
 to the previously built Bagram and
 Shindand bases, near Kabul and Herat,
 respectively, and has set up four Soviet
 Signals Intelligence sites in Afghanis-
 tan. These bases, purposely located in
 the southern and southwestern areas of

 the country, enable the Soviet Union to
 reach important targets in southern and
 southeastern Iran and in southern and

 southwestern Pakistan. One Soviet Sig-
 nals Intelligence site is located at
 Qasideh in the Wakhan Corridor near
 the Chinese border "to monitor Chinese

 and Pakistani military communications
 and radar signals"; another two are
 placed near Herat to intercept signals
 and monitor troop movements in Iran
 and across the Persian Gulf; and a
 fourth is co-located "with the elaborate

 Soviet communications center just north
 of Kabul" to monitor the situation in

 Pakistan and that country's borders
 with Afghanistan.7

 7. Desmond Ball, Soviet Ears in the Ether: A
 Guide to Soviet Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
 Capabilities and Operations (forthcoming); private
 sources.

 Negotiations

 As long as Moscow does not find its
 Afghan campaign too burdensome, it
 will not be interested in any settlement
 of the Afghanistan crisis except Soviet-
 ization. The Kremlin has consented to

 the current United Nations-sponsored
 indirect Geneva talks, which were begun
 by the governments of Afghanistan and
 Pakistan in June 1982 to seek a viable

 political settlement to the crisis, simply
 in order to further its long-term strat-
 egy. Its persistent refusal to regard the
 future of the Karmal regime as a ne-
 gotiable matter or to commit itself to a
 definite timetable for troop withdrawals
 basically confirms the Soviet Union's
 true position concerning Afghanistan.

 Nevertheless, the Soviets have good
 reasons to be interested in a negotiation
 process. Such a process could buy time
 for themselves and for the beleaguered
 Karmal government in which to achieve
 several goals: intensification of their
 military operations, already begun with
 the spring offensive of 1984; sowing
 greater dissension within the Muja-
 heedin; reducing regional and global
 criticisms of their continuing presence
 and brutal operations, including the
 blanket bombing of towns, villages, and
 field crops that has forced 4 million
 Afghans to take refuge in Pakistan and
 Iran; neutralizing Pakistan's and Iran's
 support for the Mujaheedin; and fore-
 stalling any major increase in outside
 assistance to the Mujaheedin.

 A WATCHING BRIEF OVER

 IRAN AND PAKISTAN

 Since the start of the invasion, Mos-
 cow has been placed in a different
 position vis-a-vis Iran and Pakistan. In
 the past the USSR needed to worry only
 about the security of its own border with
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 Iran and about Pakistan in terms of

 regional power rivalry with the United
 States. Now it must also protect its
 primary Afghan interests against these
 states.

 The Soviets have reasons to be un-

 happy about Khomeini's Islamic fun-
 damentalist regime. It has denounced
 both Washington and Moscow in al-
 most equally virulent terms; it has pro-
 claimed Iran's Islamic independence
 from all world powers; and it has sup-
 ported the Afghan Mujaheedin against
 the Soviets and their surrogates. Simi-
 larly, Moscow cannot be pleased with
 General Zia's Islamic regime, which has
 used the "Soviet threat" and the "burden

 of three million Afghan refugees" to
 justify continuation of martial law in
 Pakistan, on the one hand, and to
 attract large amounts of economic and
 military aid, from the United States,
 China, conservative regional states, and
 moderate Arab states, on the other. At
 the same time, both Iran and Pakistan,
 because of their fragile domestic situa-
 tions and foreign policy positions, pro-
 vide favorable opportunities for, and
 remain quite vulnerable to, the Soviet
 Union.

 So far, the USSR has found it appro-
 priate to be very careful in its treatment
 of Iran and Pakistan. It has prudently
 pursued policies of active expediency
 that could complement its efforts in
 Afghanistan and enable it, on the basis
 of its Afghan capability, to influence
 future events in Iran and Pakistan,
 largely without overt Soviet actions.

 Policy toward Iran

 In Iran, the Soviets shrewdly recog-
 nized the new reality of the Khomeini
 regime and have adjusted to it quickly.
 Brezhnev commented about the Iranian

 revolution, "However complex and con-
 tradictory, it is essentially an anti-im-
 perialist revolution, though reaction at
 home and abroad is seeking to change
 this feature." He also stated, "[We] have
 every respect for the religious convic-
 tions of people professing Islam [as long
 as it leads to] struggle for a liberation
 [and is not used] ... to incite counter-
 revolutionary mutinies"-a reference to
 the activities of the Afghan Mujaheedin.
 Furthermore, he pledged Moscow's
 readiness "to develop good relations
 with Iran on the principles of equality
 and, of course, reciprocity."8 Within this
 framework, the Kremlin has adopted
 a double-edged policy toward the
 Khomeini regime. On the one hand, it
 has generally supported the regime-
 and its Tudeh agents did the same until
 recently-for whatever this has been
 worth in terms of realpolitik gains for
 the USSR. On the other hand, it has
 retained the option of criticizing the
 Khomeini regime's rule ideologically,
 seeking to limit the regime's Islamic
 revolutionary zeal against Soviet inter-
 ests in the region and paving the way for
 eventual replacement of the regime by
 one ideologically more favorable to the
 Soviet Union.

 In supporting the regime, Moscow
 has been careful to fuel Tehran's op-
 position to "American imperialism,"
 even to the extent of condoning Iran's
 holding of 50 American hostages from
 November 1979 to January 1981, in the
 hope of permanently preventing the
 United States from regaining a strategic
 foothold in Iran. The USSR has helped
 to meet economic needs arising from
 Tehran's growing isolation and has con-
 sequently fostered its own economic,

 8. Brezhnev, Report of the Central Com-
 mittee of the CPSUto the XXVI Congress, p. 19.
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 commercial, and technological ties with
 Iran. Until early 1983, when the
 Khomeini regime outlawed the Tudeh,
 Moscow also sought to buy time for the
 Tudeh that might enable it to recover
 the ground it had lost under the shah
 and to become a major force in Iranian
 politics, capable of bidding for power
 when circumstances in the nation and

 region made such a bid possible.
 There is no doubt that the Soviets

 have, to date, made substantial gains in
 the first two areas. While Iran has

 remained intensely hostile to the United
 States, with no formal ties existing be-
 tween the two sides and no break-

 through in sight, the Soviet Union has
 increasingly become one of Iran's major
 economic and trading partners. In fact,
 Soviet trade, transfer of technological
 assistance to Iran, and participation in
 Iranian industrial and commercial en-

 terprises have considerably surpassed,
 in both magnitude and kind, those of the
 pre-revolutionary years.

 In the third area, however, Moscow
 has not been so fortunate. The Khomeini

 regime's arrest of Tudeh leaders in Feb-
 ruary 1983, their subsequent execution,
 the outlawing of the party on charges of
 spying for the USSR and working
 against the Islamic revolution, and the
 regime's expulsion of 18 Soviet diplo-
 mats in May 1983 constituted a setback
 for Moscow. But this setback was not

 great enough either to prevent the So-
 viet Union from maintaining its rela-
 tions with Iran or to devastate the

 Tudeh. The Kremlin merely responded
 with ideological criticism of the Tehran
 government. As for the Tudeh, its loss of
 no more than 100 members was neg-
 ligible compared to the devastating
 losses experienced by other opposition
 groups such as the Islamic-leftist
 Mujahediyin-e Khalq ("People's Strug-

 glers") and the Marxist Feda'iyin-e
 Khalq ("People's Fighters"). The initial
 Soviet/Tudeh policy of cooperation
 with the Khomeini regime had already
 paid off, enabling the Tudeh, which had
 been almost ruined by the shah, to
 rebuild itself once again as "politically
 realistic, experienced and tightly dis-
 ciplined." The Tudeh polled 60,000 votes
 in the parliamentary election of March
 1980 and claimed by 1983 to have sev-
 eral hundred thousand supporters in
 different parts of Iran.

 After the party was outlawed, a ma-
 jority of Tudeh members were reported
 to have gone underground for eventual
 operations in Iran. A good number of
 members, considered to be highly train-
 ed, well-motivated, loyal Communists,
 was said to have been dispatched, via the
 USSR, to support PDPA rule in Af-
 ghanistan, with many of whose people
 they share language, ethnic-cultural
 background, and physical appearance.9

 Despite Tudeh's fate, the Kremlin has
 continued to conduct relations with

 Tehran on a business-as-usual basis.

 This was illustrated by the visit to Mos-
 cow in June 1984 of a senior Iranian

 official, Mohammed Sadr, for talks with
 Foreign Minister Gromyko and by the
 quick return visit to Tehran of a Soviet
 delegation, headed by the deputy min-
 ister of power and electricity, Alexei
 Makhunin, who expressed hope for the
 resolution of differences and for wider

 cooperation.
 At the same time, Moscow has sought

 to further various constraints on

 Khomeini's regime, including its grow-
 ing domestic problems, war with Iraq,
 and regional and global isolation. To

 9. Martin Talbot, "Afghanistan: New Stage
 for Tudeh Party," Soviet Analyst, 13:13 (27 June
 1984).
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 this end, the USSR has provided covert
 support for Baluchi separatists in south-
 eastern Iran and for Kurdish guerillas.
 It has dispatched infiltrators into Iran
 from Soviet Azerbaidzhan, Soviet Cen-
 tral Asia, Syria, and Kuwait, where the
 Soviet embassy, with a staff of 135, acts
 as a center for clandestine activities in

 the Persian Gulf; and it has sought to
 assure prolongation of the Iran-Iraq
 war, already more than four years old.

 Although officially Moscow has
 adopted a neutral position on the con-
 flict between Iran and Iraq, labeling it a
 "senseless" war that ought to be ended
 quickly, it finds continuation of the war
 to be in its interest as long as neither
 side is winning. From the Soviet point
 of view, the war has two advantages.
 It could foster the weakening of
 Khomeini's regime and restrain it from
 becoming adventurous elsewhere, par-
 ticularly against the Karmal regime in
 Afghanistan. It could also prevent Iraq,
 which has lately exhibited extensive
 independence from Moscow, from be-
 coming a regional power, from renew-
 ing its hostility to the Soviet's major
 Soviet Middle Eastern client, Syria,
 and/or from becoming adventurous
 toward other regional states, especially
 Kuwait, which the Soviets seek to culti-
 vate. To encourage prolongation of the
 war, the Soviets are supplying arms
 directly to the Iraqis and indirectly,
 through their friends Syria, Libya, the
 People's Democratic Republic of Ye-
 men, and North Korea, to Iran. The
 USSR has also strengthened its military
 position along the Afghan border with
 Iran and has occasionally bombed Ira-
 nian border villages-as in August 1983-
 in response to Tehran's support for the
 Afghan Mujaheedin.

 Pakistan

 Since their invasion of Afghanistan
 the Soviets have also taken a more

 active interest in Pakistani politics. They
 see no redeeming features in General
 Zia's eight-year-old rule of martial law
 and neither approve its Islamization of
 Pakistan nor view it as unpunishable for
 its active anti-Soviet stance on Afghan-
 istan. Moscow has held the Zia regime
 largely responsible for supporting all
 "counter-revolutionary" activities against
 PDPA rule in Afghanistan and has
 alleged that, under false slogans of "So-
 viet threat," Zia is committed to a policy
 of "moving Pakistan into the orbit of
 U.S. [and Chinese] imperialist interests
 and turning the country into an outpost
 of aggression and anti-communism in
 South Asia."'? Moscow would be pleased
 to see the Zia regime replaced by a more
 receptive one.

 Zia's martial-law rule is vulnerable to

 the Soviet Union. First, Pakistan is
 demograhically a very divided state,
 suffering from a fragile social-political
 structure. Second, Zia's rule is beset by
 growing domestic opposition, led by the
 recently formed Movement for the Res-
 toration of Democracy. The movement's
 central components are the center-leftist
 Pakistan People's Party, with a wide
 base of support in the provinces of Sind
 and Punjab; the National Awami Party
 with a popular following in the North-
 west Frontier Province; and the Paki-
 stan National Party, with its base in the
 Baluchistan Province. To focus popular

 10. I. Timofeyev, "The Role of Islam in the
 Socio-Political Life of Countries of the Foreign
 East," Mirovaya ekonomika i mezhdunarodniye
 otnoshenia, no. 5 (May 1982), a translation of an
 abstract in Schulze, ed., Soviet Foreign Policy
 Today, p. 88.
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 discontent, all these parties, which have
 ties to Moscow, have drawn on issues
 such as "the burden of Afghan refugees
 and the presence of the Afghan Muja-
 heedin bases" in Pakistan and Washing-
 ton's support for Zia's regime. Third,
 Pakistan is embroiled in long-standing
 disputes with India, which has close ties
 and a treaty of friendship with the
 USSR.

 Nevertheless, there are constraints on
 Soviet behavior toward Zia's regime,
 including the entrenchment of the mil-
 itary in Pakistani politics, the Pakistani
 people's concern over the Soviet pres-
 ence in Afghanistan, and their strict
 adherence to Islam. Another constraint
 relates to the fact that India likes to have

 the USSR as an ally, but preferably a
 physically distant one.

 The Soviets have not exploited their
 opportunities in ways that would exac-
 erbate these constraints. To all appear-
 ances, they have appropriately tied their
 behavior toward Pakistan to their long-
 term Afghan strategy. First, they have
 helped the opposition parties and have
 carried out cross-border raids in pursuit
 of the Afghan Mujaheedin only to the
 extent needed to encourage continua-
 tion of the opposition's anti-Zia and
 anti-American campaign and its pres-
 sure on the Zia regime to cut off aid
 to the Mujaheedin and recognize the
 Karmal regime. Second, they have of-
 fered increased economic and industrial

 aid to Pakistan; have repeatedly called
 for a negotiated settlement of differ-
 ences between Afghanistan and Paki-

 stan, including endorsement of the in-
 direct talks in Geneva; and have given
 rhetorical assurances that they have no
 designs on Pakistan. At the same time,
 the USSR has sided with India over its
 border conflict with Pakistan and has

 given all possible economic and military
 assistance to that country to offset sim-
 ilar U.S. and Chinese aid to Pakistan.

 Moscow seems to hope that, with the
 strengthening of its position in Afghan-
 istan, it can influence Pakistan's do-
 mestic environment gradually but pru-
 dently, without having to take direct
 action, to give rise to a receptive
 government.

 In general, Moscow has been shrewd
 and temperate in pursuing Soviet inter-
 ests in Southwest Asia. It has avoided

 serious risks and deftly adjusted to
 changing conditions. In melding its min-
 imum and broader interests in Afghan-
 istan, the Soviet Union has made a
 promising start toward achieving a re-
 gional capability that will enable it to
 influence events in troubled Iran and

 Pakistan, without taking major overt
 action. Successive U.S. administrations

 cannot be absolved of responsibility for
 Soviet actions in regard to Afghanistan
 or for what the USSR may achieve in
 Iran or Pakistan. The American gov-
 ernment must recognize that the Soviet
 Union seeks to protect its widening
 interests in Southwest Asia. Unless it

 acts on this knowledge, the West will be
 confronted with new dilemmas similar

 to those it has faced in the region since
 the late 1970s.
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